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Sparse matrix vector multiplication (SpMv) is a popular kernel in various compute intensive applications,
such as physics simulations. It is often the case that only diagonal elements or n cells for a n⇥ n a matrix
are populated. It is hard to achieve good peak performance for SpMv. Often SpMv achieves only 10% of a
single-core machine’s peak performance.

Figure 1: Compressed sparse row stoage

SpMv exposes irregular memory access patterns and additional load instructions. Compressed sparse
row storage (CSR) is a popular format for storing sparse representation of a mtrix. It uses three arrays as
shown in Figure 1. The ptr array stores the starting index in ind for each row i. Each element k in ind
corresponds to the column index of a nonzero element in a row. The index in ind can be used to locate the
value of the element stored in val, corresponding to (i, k) in the original matirx A This format uses number
of nonzero elements nnz ⇥ 2 + number of row space. Depending on the sparsity of the matrix, the format
can potentially save huge amount of space and memory bandwidth.

01 //Basic implementation of SpMv multiplication using CSR format
02 // y := y + A*x, where A is in CSR and x is a dense vector
03 for (i = 0; i < m; i++) {
04 double yi = y[ i ];
05 // perform multiplication on the non zero elements in row
06 for (k = ptr[ i ]; k < ptr[ i+1 ]; k++)
07 yi += val[ k ] * x[ ind [ k ] ];
08 y[ i ] = yi;
09 }

Compare to dense matrix multiplication, CSR saves number of computations at the cost of increased
memory operations. The toal number of compuations in the algorithm is 2 ⇥ nnz (there is one add and
multiply for each nonzero element in A as shown in line 7). However, there are three load operations
accessing val, ind and ptr in line 6 and 7. For dense matrix multiplication, there are one mult, one add and
one load for each element in A.

Another significant disadvantage to using SpMv in CSR format is that it can not exploit vectorization
for performance enhancement. In the case of dense matrix multiplication, the program can often vectorize
load and multiply add instruction using the vectorized registers. This ooptimization allows dense matrix
multiplication program to cut down the load and compute instruction by as much as four times.

To make up for this deficiency, block compressed sparse row (BCSR) implementation was introduced
to further subdivide the sparse matrix into dense submatrices. This technique works well for many finite
element method based applications. BCSR stores only a single column index for each dense block, rather
than on for each nonzero element in A, enabling vectorization of instructions.
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